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Training by Mindgrove - working for you since 2001
In-house Training by Mindgrove – Training in
your Place, at your Pace and Time
In this catalogue, you will see a selection of the most
requested courses that we have run recently, and
can run again, for clients in-house. On the last page
of this brochure you will see a selection of
companies and organisations we’ve worked with in
the past.
All our courses are developed by professional staff,
many of our courses are innovative and not available
elsewhere, and all courses are presented by staff
with experience in their subjects.
If you can’t see what you are looking for, you want
us to shorten a course because of time constraints,
expand a course to cover additional topics, or are
considering the development of a brand-new course
specifically for your business, then call us on 01925
730 200 to talk about bringing training to your
location.

Collaborative Training
If you are a small group or have a limited budget,
and you know of other people with shared interests,
why not join forces and organise a training event to
run at a convenient time in your area?

Respect for the Environment
We are committed to reducing our environmental
impact and continually improving our environmental
performance as an integral part of our business
strategy and mission.
So please don’t print out this catalogue as a matter
of course. Circulate it electronically between staff
and colleagues and send it on to others in electronic
form. Alternatively, just print out the sections you
are interested in using your printer’s duplex or
multiple pages per sheet option. Remember as this
brochure is a PDF format file you can take it with you
and view it on your Android or iPhone Smart Phones,
or on any Android or iPad tablet.

Course Programme Detail in this Brochure
Please note: In some cases, we’ve shortened the
course programme to fit it into the available
brochure space by abbreviating or omitting details
from the programme.
In most cases, we have more than one version or
variant of the same course. If you don’t see what you
are looking for please ask.

You don't have to choose a standard course; we will
be happy to discuss your needs in detail and develop
a programme in line with your objectives.

Course Updates

Collaborative training offers excellent value for
money by allowing you to divide the cost between
organisations and gives you control over every
aspect of your training.

We have a policy that ensures that our materials are
kept up to date. All courses are updated at least
annually and some courses are updated two or more
times each year.

Public Training and Events
Every year we offer some of our courses through
partnerships with professional bodies such as the
Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors (CIIA), the
Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
(ACCA), the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants (CIMA) and the Information Systems
Audit and Control Association (ISACA).

All courses in this brochure were created, designed,
developed, and are owned and presented by
Mindgrove.
For further information, including costs, please
contact us:

For the latest Public Courses and Event calendar
please visit our web site at mindgrove.co.uk where
you will also find other useful resources and tips.

Fax or Text: +44 (0) 1925 321 121

Phone: +44 (0) 1925 730 200

email: enquiries@mindgrove.co.uk
Mindgrove: we are the in-house training specialists.

© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.
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Training for all Auditors
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Getting to Grips with Risk – 1 day
Most audit planning activities involve the capture and assessment of risk and control data as a prelude to the
execution of an audit. Auditors can also be involved in the facilitation of risk based workshops, or promoting
risk self-assessment to management. This short course helps internal auditors understand more about risk
and their role in risk based planning and analysis.

Who is this course for?
This intensive course is open to all-comers. The course has been designed for all internal auditors who wish
to develop or extend their current skill set.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:







Clearly distinguish between generic and specific risks;
Use better strategies to improve risk identification and validation;
Associate metrics that are rational and plausible with identified risks;
Retrieve controls that map to the risks identifying good, weak and unnecessary controls;
and
Design risk and control data capture templates.

This course will be accompanied by a training manual containing briefing materials, examples and practical
advice.

Course programme
RISK WORKSHOPS AND RISK BASED PLANNING

















Capturing risks – generic risks – specific risks, domino risks
The agenda – new risk and control assessments, revalidation of existing risks and controls or
facilitated risk workshops
The facilitator’s role – bringing out the best from all parties – problem exploration – ideas
generation
Identification of risk – from existing sources or from workshop participants – risk prompt
lists and risk categorisation
Challenging ambiguity and improving clarity – rationalisation
Editing, merging and separating risks – normalisation
Associating likelihood (probability) with identified risk and aligning it to risk metrics
Associating impact (consequence) with identified risk and aligning it to risk metrics
Decisions on impact and probability – assessing the impact of error in judgement – data
quality
Associating existing controls with identified risk
Identifying well engineered controls
Identifying superfluous controls
Identifying controls that are not suitable or not fit for purpose
Please note that
Assignment of further action – updating of risk registers with new materials
we have many
Design of risk data capture records and templates
courses about risk
and risk awareness
this is just one
example.

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.
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An Introduction to Risk Based Auditing – 2 days
Risk based auditing is the working method of choice for most audit teams. This course introduces auditors to
the fundamental concepts that drive an integrated risk based audit process.

Who is this course for?
Those familiar with audit and basic risk management concepts that want to explore a holistic way of
embedding risk into their Internal Audit protocol.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:






Use risk to link the audit to organisational objectives;
Use risk based values to drive audits;
Apply risk to the process of control evaluation; and
Draw on risk to structure audit report.

Practical exercises will span important elements of this intensive training course allowing delegates to learn
by example.
The course is accompanied by a manual that contains illustrations, explanations and reference materials to
use after the event.

Course programme
RISK BASED AUDITING AND THE INTERNAL AUDITOR




Internal Auditors and Risk Managers – the relationship
The IIA UK and Ireland position statement on RBIA

USING RISK TO DRIVE THE AUDIT





Basic principles – planning from risk
Defining risk-based scope and objectives
Drafting a management letter for a risk-based audit

PERFORMING A RISK BASED AUDIT – FAMILIARISATION




Finding the significant processes that underpin the objective
Examining and documenting the process flow

PERFORMING A RISK BASED AUDIT – EVALUATION







Predicting risk mitigating controls
Revealing risk mitigating controls
Control gap analysis
Estimation of residual risk
Relating residual risk to impairment of objectives

Please note that
there are more
than six variations
of this course
depending on
organisational
preferences and
varying in duration
from one to four
days.

PERFORMING A RISK BASED AUDIT – TESTING




Defining testing strategies – reasonable assurance
Compliance testing – weakness probing – substantive testing

PERFORMING A RISK BASED AUDIT – NOTIFICATION




Notifying risks during the audit
Turnaround of notifications and quality assurance

© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.
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PERFORMING A RISK BASED AUDIT – DRAFT REPORTING







Meetings to clarify potential risks and risk appetite
Structuring of draft reports and embedding risk concepts
Management overviews, process diagrams, risk cause and effect models
Displaying linkage of risk to objectives
Risk management implications

PERFORMING A RISK BASED AUDIT – FINAL REPORTING





Structuring of final reports – risk observation reporting
Getting agreed prioritised action – escalating critical risk issues
Follow up of risk-based audit reports

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.

Call us Phone: +44 (0) 1925 730 200 Fax or Text: +44 (0) 1925 321 121 or email: enquiries@mindgrove.co.uk.
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Improving audit efficiency – tools and techniques – 1 day
This course uses tools and techniques to help improve your efficiency as a team and help you improve the
value and business relevance of your work.

Who is this course for?
This intensive course is open to all-comers.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:






Deploy visualisation techniques to help improve the evaluation of risks and controls;
Execute strategies to help optimise the audit process;
Deploy software tools to help improve audit performance; and
Use techniques to improve both the speed of production and the quality of audit reports.

Delegates will spend a large amount of course time dealing with the realities of auditing. The course is
accompanied by a fully detailed manual that contains detailed course notes, examples and practical work.

Course programme
TOOLS THAT HAVE IMPACT: VISUAL AND ANALYTICAL INFLUENCING










Visualisation: highlighting control structures
Visualisation: highlighting risks
Visualisation: alternative work flows
Visualisation: roles and segregation
Visualisation: risk and control strengths using themes
Analytics: cost resourcing – process quantification
Analytics: activity cost comparisons to determine optimum flow
Analytics: calculating the cost of controls.

TECHNIQUES TO TARGET VALUE AND EFFICIENCY: AUDIT PROCESS OPTIMISATION









What adds value?
Applying lean to internal audit
Audit process optimisation: creating better flow and sequence
Audit optimisation: using both serial and parallel activity
Audit optimisation: time cycles and wait states
Agile – how is this relevant to internal auditors?
Agile – how it might be applied to internal audit.

TOOLS THAT HELP IMPROVE PERFORMANCE AND SCOPE: SOFTWARE (STANDARD, LOW COST OR FREE)








Tools to help persuasion and influencing
Tools to assist or speed up common tasks
Tools to assist it audit
Tools to assist retrieval of text and values from documents
Tools to assist fuzzy data matching
Tools to help paperless working

TECHNIQUES THAT TARGET BOTTLENECKS: IMPROVING THE REPORT WRITING PROCESS






Report writing: quality improvements – self checking guidelines
Report writing: quality improvements – managerial and team rules
Report writing: speed improvements – sparse reporting
Report writing: speed improvements – bottlenecks and pinch points

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.
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Interviewing Skills for Auditors – 1 day
One of the harder skills to acquire is the ability to conduct good interviews. This rapid one-day course
provides a stimulating introduction to interviewing and focuses on preparation, structure and effectiveness.

Who is this course for?
This intensive course is open to all-comers, although staff with less experience will find it of greatest value.
The heart of the course is in the correct planning, sequencing and performance of interviews. The result is a
course where participants spend most of their time conducting case-study interviews.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:




Plan an interview with regard to context, time and goals; and
Deploy strategies and tactics to help yield the maximum amount of useful information

This course is accompanied by a manual that includes briefing notes and strategies for interviewing.

Course programme
CHOOSING INTERVIEW STRUCTURES AND STRATEGIES










Ad-hoc interviews
Formal interviews
Regulated interviews
Broad and detailed questioning approaches
Determining the purpose of the interview
Choosing interview location
Interference
Time scheduling

CONDUCTING THE INTERVIEW













Meet, greet and develop a rapport
Closed questions
Open questions
Probing questions
Leading or loaded questions
Recall and process questions
Rhetorical questions
Funnelling a sequence of questions
Phrasing – use words carefully
Staying on track
Immediately after the interview

ACTIVE LISTENING -– HOW TO LISTEN TO EXTRACT MAXIMUM INFORMATION






Show that you're listening through your own body language
Give feedback and send listening signals
Interrupt as little as possible
Avoid taking too many or too few notes

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.
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Interviewing Skills for Auditors – 2 days
One of the hardest skills to acquire, as a novice auditor, is an ability to conduct effective interviews. Too
many interviews are badly structured, have no logical goals and end up as time-wasters.
This course provides a stimulating introduction to interviewing and focuses on preparation, strategy,
structure and effectiveness.

Who is this course for?
This intensive hands-on course is open to all-comers, although staff with less experience will find it of
greatest value. The heart of the course is in the correct planning, sequencing and performance of interviews.
The result is a course where participants spend most of their time conducting case-study interviews.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:








Describe the nature of communication between people;
Plan an interview with regard to context, time and goals;
Interview subjects in a positive atmosphere whilst maintaining control;
Deploy questioning strategies and tactics to yield the maximum amount of useful
information;
Employ good note-taking methods to record interviews; and
Deal with difficult interviews or difficult subjects.

This course is accompanied by a substantial manual that includes full briefing notes and strategies for
interviewing.

Course programme
HOW COMMUNICATIONS WORK




People exchanging information –how communications vary between people according to
mood, setting, culture and status
Managers – seniority, specialism, and willingness to communicate – what can I expect?

PLANNING INTERVIEWS







Different types of interview context – technical subjects, simple processes, complex
processes
Location – where best to interview, my office, your office, on site?
Goal setting – what am I aiming to cover in the session: all of the material, a summary only,
or a section of the process?
Mapping out time – how much time do I need, how much time will I be given, how much
time will it take to write up the interview, how much time is too long?
Recording goals – keeping records so I know where I was up to or whether further sessions
are required

QUESTIONING STRATEGIES







Your personality and the perfect interview – do you tend to talk or do you tend to listen –
can you anticipate what is coming next?
Gestures, movements and body language – do they signal anything, can they tell you
anything, what should I look out for?
Posture and interest – establishing a comfortable rapport
Courtesy protocols – introductions – should I chat to begin the process or should I move
straight to the point at hand?
When to talk and when to listen – eye contact and feeling uncomfortable

© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.
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Open and closed questions – what are they and when and how do you use them to explore
a topic
Probing questions – what are they and when and how do you use them
Leading questions – Rhetorical questions – why they should not be used
Controlling depth and direction and keeping to the point – how to use questions to create a
framework and fill in detail – how to return a conversation to a previous point
Sending signals and feedback to the speaker – ensuring that the person being interviewed
knows that you are understanding
Summarisation – giving a summary and getting feedback to confirm that you are correct in
your understanding

NOTE-TAKING






Note-taking protocols – explaining what you are doing to the interviewee
Recordings – voice and photographic – when if ever to use these techniques
Process maps and models – asking for them, drawing them
Note validation and write up – checking notes and expanding on them during writing up

TRICKY ISSUES








Wrong person or place – I need to speak to a different person but I’m in the wrong place
They can’t fit me in but I have to complete the work
Hostility, reticence and silence – there is something that I don’t know
They are complaining to me about someone else or someone that I know
I should have asked a question earlier but now I feel it’s too late
I don’t understand what they are telling me – I feel stupid

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.
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Influencing and Negotiation Skills – 1 day
This course provides a stimulating introduction to influencing and negotiation and focuses on reliable
strategies and effective patterns of behaviour.

Who should attend?
This short course is open to all-comers. The course has been designed for all internal auditors who wish to
develop or extend their current skill set.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:






Analyse the nature of influencing;
Plan how to deliver their message using the best route available;
Identify and employ different negotiating styles;
Maintain control in difficult situations, and
Use strategies to reach agreement with other parties.

This course is accompanied by a manual that includes full notes and strategies for influencing and
negotiation.

Course programme
INFLUENCING SKILLS – A BACKDROP – THE NATURE OF INFLUENCING








You, your message and the audience
Central route and peripheral route influencing – which works best in which situation?
Words and actions affect mood – what is the brain doing?
Creating empathy and communicating sincerity – modelling strategies – people like people
that like me
Intelligent listening – hearing the speaker and decoding the content
Posture and movements – what they say about you

STRATEGIES THAT TEND LEAD TO AGREEMENT – PLANNING FOR THE MEETING – WHAT STRATEGY WILL BE BEST







Planning the meeting and the agenda
Reciprocity and helpfulness strategies – when to use
Indebtedness and owning manoeuvres – when to use
Witnessing and giving weight to your arguments – when to use
Sales strategies that work well in discussions – when to use

NEGOTIATION SKILLS THAT REALLY WORK – INFLUENCING IN ACTION










Holding the meeting
When to talk and when to listen
The listener may want to close a different conclusion that is seen as equally worthy
Closing the argument – dealing with potential objections and counter-arguments – use
numbers or values?
The listener can never agree because of hidden factors
Complex negotiations – where multiple parties or concepts are in play
Where there are conflicts there are negotiators
Dealing with difficult people, emotional responses or challenging situations

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.
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Presentation Skills for the Less Confident – 1 day
This special course gently focuses on actions and strategies that help steer the worried audit presenter to a
less stressful and more positive conclusion.

Who is this course for?
This short course is open to all-comers.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:






Plan your audit talk in stages that suit you;
Use beneficial strategies to reduce tension and nerves;
Deploy tactics that generate the right tone and mood from your audience; and
Use approaches that help you stay in control of your presentation.

This course is accompanied by notes on briefing strategies to help create successful presentations.

Course programme
PRESENTING TO PEOPLE








What makes all of us nervous?
The adrenaline rush and drop – the day before, the day of the talk and the day after
Strategies to calm and relax
From fragment to part, from part to section and from section to completed talk
Deciding what you are going to say and what you are not going to say – using time
effectively
Should I commit my talk to memory or not?

DEALING WITH NERVES








Voice and pitch, pace and projection
Posture
Creating empathy and communicating sincerity
Continuity of structure and running out of time
Reading the audience

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.
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Audit Report Writing – 1 day
This one-day event, designed by auditors for auditors, provides a stimulating introduction to audit report
writing. The heart of the day is in the correct presentation and sequencing of observations and findings to
create compelling content. The goal is to produce reports that contribute significant value.

Who is this course for?
This practical course is open to everyone but is most suited to those with less report writing experience. This
course does not set out to teach spelling or grammar.

What will you learn?
After completion, you will be able to:





Write a report using information that meets target audiences’ requirements;
Deploy a structure for writing up observations that maximise acceptance of the audit
viewpoint; and
Apply strategies to maximise conciseness and improve readability.

This course is accompanied by an indexed manual that includes full course text, examples, and strategies for
use in audit report writing on return to work.

Course programme
COURSE INTRODUCTION




Good and bad reporting
Take care of what’s important!

AUDIENCE AND FRAMEWORK: EMPATHY WITH YOUR AUDIENCE






















The target audience
Structure of audit reports
Style expectations
Amount of Detail
Action Plans
Process-enhancements
Corrective action taken during the audit
Integrating writing into the audit process – synergy
The universal five C’s approach – for recording issues
The condition
The criterion or comparator
The cause
Causes – include root and secondary considerations
The consequence (the impact)
The conclusion (recommendation + action or action plan)
Use of words
Co-operative conclusions
Prioritisation of recommendations
Layout of observations in reports
Quality Check on Detailed Findings

© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.

Please note that
there are many
variations of this
course depending
on organisational
report structuring
preferences.

Call us Phone: +44 (0) 1925 730 200 Fax or Text: +44 (0) 1925 321 121 or email: enquiries@mindgrove.co.uk.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARIES






Top level information
Audit and scope statements
Introductions in executive summaries
Audit opinions

CONCISENESS, PRECISENESS AND READABILITY





Phrasing
Jargon
Check spelling and structure

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.
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Audit Report Writing for Audit Professionals – 2 days
This two-day event, designed by auditors for auditors, provides a stimulating workshop in audit report
writing. The heart of the workshop is in the logical presentation and sequencing of observations and findings
within an aesthetically pleasing layout. The goal is to produce reports that have compelling content and
contribute significant value.

Who is this course for?
This practical course is open to everyone. However, it would be most beneficial for those delegates that had
already written audit reports.

What will you learn?
After completion, you will be able to:






Write a report using information that meets target audiences’ requirements;
Deploy a structure for writing that maximise acceptance of the audit viewpoint;
Create a good report layout; and
Apply strategies to maximise conciseness and improve readability.

This course is accompanied by an indexed manual that includes full course text, examples, and strategies for
use in audit report writing on return to work.

Course programme
AUDIENCE AND FRAMEWORK: EMPATHY WITH YOUR AUDIENCE







Trends and changes in audit reporting – responding to audience requirements and the style
expectations of your target audience
House-styling communications – do you need branding?
The message you want to promote
Preferred delivery formats: paper, electronic, or both
Look and feel of completed reports – what are other organisations doing?

THE CORE OF THE REPORT: WRITING UP OBSERVATIONS, FINDINGS AND ISSUES










The professionals’ approach – to the point, precise and compelling
The condition (finding) – how to clearly state found circumstances
The criterion (yardstick) – how to set down the target goals
The cause (reason) – root cause analysis and its value to management
The consequence (effect) – the risk the business is facing
The conclusion (recommendation) – what needs to be done
Quality checking observations – keeping up standards
Audit rating scales and opinions

Please note that
there are many
variations of this
course depending
on organisational
preferences.

LAYOUT VARIANTS






Common variations in report layouts: Paragraph structure / Table structure / Action Strip
Structure
Inclusion of synopsis data and high level visual devices such as temperature maps, visual risk
indicators or scoring tables
Inclusion of process maps, images, charts and visual aids – careful use of meaningful
graphics
Experimental report structures – Reports in Word; Reports in Excel; Reports in PowerPoint

© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARIES AND SCENE SETTING OPENINGS





Openings and setting the scene
Summaries that convey the overall state in the fewest words
Ratings and Audit Opinions – translating these for the reader

GOOD WRITING: CONCISENESS AND READABILITY







Brevity and communication
Phrasing, language construction and jargon, avoiding dullness
Constructing a house style: preferred rules of expression, sentence structure and grammar;
the use of words
Design and layout – page layout, the use of white space, typographic options, paragraph
styling
Look and feel of completed reports

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.
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Improving Audit Reports for Senior Practitioners and Heads
of Internal Audit – 1 day
The most difficult audit challenge is to produce an audit report that is business-like, relevant, compelling and
value-adding. This one-day course explores the possibilities of improving report communications by
harvesting ideas used by successful audit teams.

Who is this course for?
Senior Auditors, Principal Auditors and Heads of Audit who need to influence written communications within
the organisation.

What will you learn?
After completion, you will be able to:





Evaluate options for improving reporting within your organisation;
Deploy a reporting structure that engages and communicates greater value to the reader;
and
Apply strategies to improve the readability of finalised reports.

This course is accompanied by briefing notes and examples of strategies and layouts used in audit report
writing.

Course programme
AUDIENCE AND IMAGE







Style expectations of your target audience
House-styling communications – do you really need branding?
The message you want your image to promote
Preferred delivery formats: paper, electronic, or both
Look and feel of completed reports

AUDIENCE AND EMPATHY









Trends and changes in the style of audit reporting
Audit rating scales and opinions – translating these for the reader
Inclusion of synopsis data and high level visual devices such as temperature maps, visual risk
indicators or scoring tables
Body framework layouts: Paragraph structure / Table structure / Action Strip Structure
Inclusion of process maps, images, charts and visual aids – careful use of meaningful
graphics
Generation of alternative formats: Reports in Word; Reports in Excel; Reports in PowerPoint
Using software to assist quality assurance

AUDIENCE AND READABILITY






Brevity and communication
Phrasing, language construction and jargon, avoiding dullness
Constructing a house style: preferred rules of expression, sentence structure and grammar;
the use of words
Design and layout – page layout, white space, typographic options, paragraph styling
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How to summarise Audit Reports or create Audit Digests for
the Board – 1 day
Unlike grammar which is well-defined the art of abstracting is more like a craft than a set of rules and takes
time to perfect. This 'hands-on' workshop with a focus on summaries in internal audit reports, the creation of
digests from audit reports, and the creation of bulletins of completed audit work sets out the rules for
elegant summaries.

Who is this course for?
Internal auditors, particularly Audit Seniors of Heads of Audit. This course naturally follows on from the oneday basic audit report writing course.

What will you learn?
Upon completion you will be able to:





Put into practice key summarisation and abstraction skills;
Deploy different strategies according to requirements; and
Bring into play skills that will help you create more informative summaries, digests and
bulletins.

This course is accompanied by a manual that contains course notes, examples and practical exercises.

Course programme
KEY SUMMARISATION AND ABSTRACTION SKILLS










Summary and abstraction is a difficult skill
What completed volume is required – what compression factor do I need?
Marking up and extracting key fragments – what will be relevant to the reader
Rearranging fragments to create a story
Transitions and making connections – gluing fragments together
Paraphrasing and using a thesaurus to assist variety to end repetition
The long and the short of it – varying sentence length to avoid monotony
Saying things more simply to save space and shrink word-count

SPECIFIC STRATEGIES FOR AUDIT WRITERS









Executive summaries in audit reports – getting to the point quickly
Extracting an overview from detailed issues and observations
Eradicating bulk from an executive summary – creating a digest or bulletin
Condensing reports into a digest letter or notes for an Audit Committee or The Board
Writing so the non-expert will still be able to understand
Active versus passive writing in summaries and abstracts
Avoiding business jargon in digests, summaries and bulletins

DESIGN – GOOD DESIGN HELPS YOUR SUMMARIES AND ABSTRACTS








Layout and typeface – how to help or hinder the reader's understanding
How do I deal with numbers and facts – there are so many of them?
Should I use colour coding or symbols to express ideas?
What is whitespace and how should I use it?
What about pictures, tables and graphs?
I want to generate a report for an iPad or Tablet, or e-Reader what are the rules?
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The Audit of Strategy – 1 day
Success or failure of an organisation's chosen strategies has a huge impact on the organisation's reputation,
longevity, performance and the confidence of its stakeholders. This intensive short course provides an ideal
introduction to the complex subject of auditing strategy and strategic risk.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to all.

What will you learn?
After completion you will be able to:





Identify the critical differences between strategic objectives and other types of
organisational objective;
Understand strategic plans, business cases and how strategy can be measured; and
Be able to undertake an audit of organisational strategy.

The course is accompanied by a manual that contains course notes, examples and a work programme.

Course programme
ABOUT STRATEGY







What constitutes strategy – how do you define strategy?
Why do organisations need to articulate strategy if they are already successful?
What's the difference between strategic risk and other types of risk?
How do you measure strategic outcomes?
Why should auditors bother themselves with organisational strategy?

AUDITING STRATEGY













Is auditing strategy any different from auditing any other process?
Auditing strategic objectives and strategic plans – what should I examine?
How strategic objectives are created and set – what's the process?
How to assess initial strategic risk: good and bad strategies; tangible and intangible business
cases; costs – benefits – and measurable outputs and outcomes
Key targets, critical success factors and other indicators of strategic progress
Factoring in complexity – dealing with the unknown or uncontrollable risks
Locating and uncovering the unintended effects of strategic choices
Strategy reassessment and measuring of variance
Auditing strategies mid-term
Auditing strategy post completion yields
Lessons learnt from strategic failure
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The Audit of Conduct Risk – 1 day
When managers talk about “Conduct Risk” they often go on to describe the risk [to customers] of financial
service controls failing. This blurs into a more general concept of consumer protection and 'treating
customers fairly'. Meanwhile others have described conduct risk as “consumer detriment arising from the
wrong products ending up in the wrong hands, and the detriment to society of people not being able to get
access to the right products”. Little wonder it is so difficult to know where to start!

Who is this course for?
The course is open to all.

What will you learn?
Upon completion you will be able to:





Identify and define the difference between conduct risk and other types of risk;
Understand how conduct risk can be qualitatively or quantitatively measured; and
Be able to undertake an audit of conduct risk within your organisation.

This course is accompanied by a manual that contains course notes, examples and practical exercises.
Course programme
ABOUT CONDUCT RISK





What constitutes conduct risk – what is different about conduct risk?
Can you define and measure conduct risk?
Is auditing conduct risk any different from auditing any other type of risk?

AUDITING CONDUCT RISK
















Are we considering the interests of our customers and treating them fairly?
Can we prove we have a culture that supports customer interests?
How do we differentiate between high and low risk customer products?
Who challenges products from the customer's perspective?
How are products shaped to meet customers' expectations?
Are our controls proportionate to risk levels?
How do we incentivise product sales and deployment?
Do we ensure that products are correctly described for defined customer profiles?
Do third parties market, sell or distribute our products?
How do we control third parties?
Do we have appropriate on-going product service arrangements for our customers?
How do we process claims and complaints?
Is conduct risk reassessed at routine intervals or when business strategy changes?
Do we perform stress scenario analysis and challenge against our products?
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Culture, Ethics and Values – 1 day
We struggle to identify, monitor or deal with Culture, Ethics and Values. This course takes these difficult and
challenging subjects and helps to turn the invisible into the measurable.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to all.

What will you learn?
After completion, you will be able to:





Identify and define the difference between culture, ethics and value;
Understand how culture, ethics and value risk can be measured; and
Undertake an audit of culture, ethics and value risk within your organisation.

This course is accompanied by a manual that contains course notes, examples and practical exercises.
Course programme
ABOUT RISK CULTURE, ETHICS AND VALUES








Risk culture - what is it, can you assess it - how do behaviour and culture intertwine?
Risk cultures - what are the main drivers?
Can there be more than one risk culture in an organisation?
What is the risk culture pyramid?
Risk registers, risk categorisation and risk register defects
Risk registers to drive the examination universe – are we looking in the right place?

AUDITING RISK CULTURE, ETHICS AND VALUES





















Does the organisation publish an expected model of behaviour?
Is the publication worth the paper it printed on?
Do expected behaviours apply to everyone – what remedies follow when behaviours are
not followed?
Are we considering the interests of our customers, clients and consumers?
How do we differentiate between high and low risk areas of behaviour, ethics and values?
Who challenges the organisation’s approach to behaviour, ethics and values?
Are our observed controls proportionate to risk levels?
Identifying the ephemeral - what is human behaviour – how would we know?
What are the people related soft control stressors that affect behaviour?
How do third parties manufacture our products – what goes on outside our gaze?
Do third parties distribute our products – what goes on outside our immediate control?
How do we go about controlling third parties?
How do we process claims and complaints – what might be red flags warning?
How does corporate strategy impact culture?
Is behavioural and ethical risk reassessed?
Do we perform stress scenario analysis?
An approach to culture, ethics and values – who to talk to, what to look at, what to look for
What to do with evidence that is intangible
What to do with evidence that gives rise to concern
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Controls and Human Behaviour – 1 day
Organisations assume that controls will deal with risks, but control systems often prove to be ineffective
when relied upon. Behind the failure of many controls lie two culprits – the designer of the control and the
operator of the control – and both share the same problem, they are human beings. This unique course
introduces you to the complex world of the intertwining of behaviour and control.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to all.

What will you learn?
After completion, you will be able to:





Understand how controls don't often work the way they are imagined to work;
Audit controls more effectively taking into account human factors; and thereby
Contribute to the improvement of design of controls.

The course is accompanied by a manual that contains course notes and practical exercises.
Course programme
HOW CONTROLS FAIL IN THE HANDS OF PEOPLE









Why controls are omitted or skipped – stress, values, competence and ignorance
The five most challenging elements of any process – where people-related risks arise
What is hand-off risk and delivery risk?
What is knowledge based risk - how does this arise?
What is conduct risk – how does this arise?
The problem with people – productivity or completeness?
The persistence of controls – how long do controls last – what causes controls to die?

BETTER CONTROLS FOR PEOPLE










From risk to control – using risk as the architectural lever in control design
In line controls and oversight controls – why are they so fundamentally different?
Removal of choice – putting too much faith in policy or directives
Taking people out of the equation
Control flow signatures – what path should the transaction take?
Pre-emptive controls – their time has come
Capturing control challenges – real time data collection
Control performance indicators and risk reporting

BETTER AUDITING OF CONTROLS











Does the control accurately map to the root cause of a risk?
Can the control be bypassed or ignored?
How would you know if the control operated only spasmodically?
Is the control economic – upfront costs?
Is the control efficient – operational costs?
Is the control effective – does it trap every occurrence?
Does the evidence support that the control is operating as intended?
Does the control support values or conduct?
Is the control truly fit-for-purpose?
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Dealing with difficult or challenging conversations – 1 day
It's another day in the office and another pushback occurs – sounds familiar? Most internal auditors sooner
rather than later encounter non-co-operative subjects, managers that challenge their work or staff that don't
want to listen. This course gives you nine core strategies that you will learn through role play that keep you
in the driving seat.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to all.

What will you learn?
Upon completion you will be able to:





Keep calm and in control of difficult situations;
Save energy and time in reaching agreements; and
Understand better how to deal with awkward human beings.

The course is accompanied by a manual that contains course notes and role plays.
Course programme
WHY ARE PEOPLE SO AWKWARD?






They're having a bad day?
They don't like you or don't like audit?
It's their right to be awkward?
About people's behaviour – what behavioural research tells us

NINE CORE STRATEGIES FOR DEALING WITH CHALLENGING SITUATIONS



Strategy 1: Getting the less co-operative person to agree to a meeting



Strategy 2: Who's doing the talking – how listening intelligently allows you to keep control



Strategy 3: Modelling / mirroring – establishing a rapport, people prefer people like
themselves



Strategy 4: Where do we meet – how the meeting place can help or hinder your cause



Strategy 5: Don't you know who I am? – dealing with the challenge of assumed authority



Strategy 6: Reciprocity and indebtedness – how others can be influenced to respond



Strategy 7: Scarcity – how others will want to be included



Strategy 8: Confidentiality and sharing – building trust and integrity between people that
disagree



Strategy 9: Building constructive conversations – when others don't believe or won't agree
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Value for Money / Performance Auditing – 2 days
Organisations are increasingly facing performance challenges driven by the need for greater economy and
efficiency. However, few auditors have in-depth experience of Value for Money /Performance Auditing.
This unique practice based course brings together the common elements of VFM /Performance based
reviewing into a single source for a reviewer.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to all and will be useful to all reviewers, particularly internal auditors that need to
execute VFM or Performance reviews. Delegates will explore increasingly complex case examples the course
progresses.

What will you learn?
After completion you will be able to:





Plan and conduct a VFM / performance audit;
Form an opinion on the economy, efficiency and effectiveness of a system; and
Produce compelling VFM / performance audit reports.

This course will be accompanied by a training manual containing full course text and practical advice.

Course programme
WHAT IS VFM / PERFORMANCE AUDITING?







Organisational drivers and objectives – the notion of a cascading framework of defined
objectives
VFM / performance auditing and how it relates to the meeting of organisational goals and
objectives
The challenges of VFM / performance auditing
Relating VFM / performance auditing to key performance indicators, balanced scorecards
and other forms of measurement
The VFM / performance auditor

INITIATING AND PLANNING THE VFM / PERFORMANCE AUDIT





A risk-based approach to VFM / performance auditing: a model framework
The key steps in the VFM / performance auditing cycle
Special planning considerations for VFM / performance audits

EXECUTING THE VFM / PERFORMANCE AUDIT









Conducting the VFM / performance audit
Working with others during the VFM / performance audit
Setting and assigning VFM / performance audit metrics
Issues that must be considered in the data collection process
Issues when analysing data and extracting conclusions
Documenting the VFM / performance audit
Communication during the audit and quality assurance of the results

REPORTING THE VFM / PERFORMANCE AUDIT




Producing VFM / performance audit reports
Distributing a VFM / performance audit report for maximum attention and impact
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Using Visio to Create Process Maps – 1 day
Internal auditors often struggle and eventually give up trying to produce useful process maps (models) with
Microsoft’s Visio. This intensive course, hands-on, designed by auditors for auditors, shows the tips and tricks
you need to know to speed up Visio mapping, and will be particularly relevant to the planning phase of a risk
based review.

Special Note: This would be an excellent precursor or partner course to the course ‘Process Thinking for
Internal Auditors’ as it covers the topic of how-to-draw process maps using one of the commonest
software tools available.
Who is this course for?
This course is open to all.

What will you learn?
After completion you will be able to:






Draw VISIO process maps quickly;
Organise your process map to convey maximum information;
Build your own rapid shapes to automate drawing processes; and
Capture your result in MS Word to enhance an audit report.

The course is accompanied by a manual that contains full course text and useful guidance and a CD/DVD of
practice data. Each delegate must bring a laptop with them to the training event and this must contain a
copy of MSOFFICE VISIO 2007 or later. Delegates are also advised to bring a mouse with them to the course
as certain drawing features of Visio only work effectively with a mouse.

Course programme
WORKING WITH VISIO



















Create new (blank) drawing
Set up page options as required
Floating palettes and other useful features
Auto‐hide
Basic tools and operations
Shapes stencils and audit shapes stencils
Copy and paste – four ways
Speeding up drawings auto connect
Dynamic snapping
Showing risk and controls on plan – setting the standard
Taming text
Legends and callouts
Multipage and multilevel drawings
Creating primitives and editing shape sets
Making VISIO calculate!
Copy and paste whole drawing – paste to and from other applications
Short cut keys for VISIO
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Process Thinking for Internal Auditors – 2 days
This course uses analytical strategies and visualisation techniques to help locate inefficiencies, unnecessary
complexity and risks within a process. The course is led by the originators of the technique.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to all auditors that want to improve the value and business-relevance of their work. On
this course delegates will spend most of their time developing their skills by working through examples.

Special Note: This would be an excellent follow on or partner course to the course ‘Using Visio to Create
Process Maps’.
What will you learn?
After completion you will be able to:






Appreciate how process thinking incorporated within the audit process generates more
business-like audit results;
Understand the characteristics of process chains and see how these generate value for
organisations, for customers and clients and how processes can generate or suppress risk;
Deploy a range of new techniques to help improve the evaluation of processes and controls;
and
Perform low-impact process modelling to contribute quantitative and qualitative value to
audit observations and conclusions.

The course is accompanied by a manual that contains full course text and examples. A demonstration version
of a process modelling tool will also be made available to delegates.

Course programme
THE AUDITOR AND PROCESS THINKING





The process thinking auditor uses new ways to communicate and embraces ideas for
process improvement
LEAN and Kaizen – any use to auditors?
Adding value – process thinking – appropriate roles and strategies

BEGINNING AT THE BEGINNING












Process chains and value
Matters influencing perceived value
Damaging value by failing to control risk
The five places that should be scrutinised for risk in process chains
Process optimisation – disintermediation
Create Flow – data capture
Create Flow – sequence
Create Flow – adding extra value
Create Flow – serial and parallel activities
Create Flow – time cycle

PROCESS THINKING STRATEGIES








Use process maps to document risk and control
Use process maps to reduce having to write and store so much text
Visualisation: draw a map of organisational objectives
Activity cost resourcing – process quantification
Use activity cost comparisons to determine optimum flow
Calculate the cost of control
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PROCESS THINKING FURTHER STRATEGIES















Exploring risk from process models using a step by step approach
Make sure you ask the right questions
Document service and risk attributes to help analyse hand-off risk
Map elements of complex interview narrative notes
Use an architectural view to understand the strength of controls
Find points at risk and suggest controls
Swim lanes
Show roles and segregation
Use a model to define minimum segregation zones within processes
Show the point at risk by using visual pointers
Improve the control chain
Practice on something you understand to gain confidence
Low impact adoption into audit processes
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A day with EXCEL – CAATS – ‘hands on’ – 1 day
Internal auditors only use a fraction of the capability of software that sits on their PC. This course shows how
to get the most out of Excel, and is particularly useful for the controls testing phase of an audit.
Who should attend?

This course is open to all.

What will you learn?
After completion, you will be able to:





Check up to 100% of the data available to you electronically;
Put vital components of office to use in the most efficient manner; and
Manage data to create persuasive results.

The course is accompanied by a manual that contains full course text and a DVD of practice data.

Course programme
WORKING WITH EXCEL – ABBREVIATED PROGRAMME





















Checking spread sheet integrity – common sources of error
Precedents and dependents and rapid mapping
Tracing cells, show and watch
Re‐performance and virtual calculations
Conditional formatting
Excel statistics
Filtering and stratification
Simple and complex sortation
Using colour, icons and thematic schemes
Data integrity and validity checking
Finding unique and duplicated records
Pivot tables, pivot reports and slicers
Handy functions and formulae
If, sum and count features
Unleashing hidden capabilities
Data import from usual and unusual sources
Import/export between products
Creating charts for export
Free plugins and useful adaptations of excel

USING QUERIES – MSQRY– ABBREVIATED PROGRAMME







Connecting with external data – source, driver and read only status
Creating a query from tables and fields and their interpretation
Criteria and limitations and working with joins
Sorting results
Exporting / importing data between MSQRY and excel and polishing results.
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Putting Microsoft Office to use - extended CAATS – 2 days
Internal auditors often use only part of the capability of the software on their systems. This course, handson, shows the tips and tricks you need to know to speed up your audit work by using key elements of
Microsoft Office, particularly during the fieldwork and testing phase of an audit review.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to all.

What will you learn?
After completion, you will be able to:






Check up to 100% of the data available to you electronically;
Put the most vital components of MS OFFICE to use in the most efficient manner;
Interoperate between different MS OFFICE applications; and
Polish your results in MS Word to create a great looking result.

The course is accompanied by a manual that contains full course text and a CD/DVD of practice data. Each
delegate must bring a laptop with them to the event and this must contain a copy of MS OFFICE 2007 or
later. Delegates are also advised to bring a mouse with them to the course as certain features of MS OFFICE
work better with a mouse than with a touchpad or touchscreen.

Course programme
CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS AND TESTING





Interrogation tools, query languages and free standing audit Packages
Substantive testing
Compliance testing

WORKING WITH EXCEL















Checking data integrity in spread sheets
Trace cells and show and watch calculations
Re‐performance and virtual calculations
Excel statistics
Filtering and stratification
Pivot tables and slicers
Sortation
Using colour, icons and thematic schemes
Data integrity and validity checking
Find unique and duplicated records
Pivot tables
Data import from usual and unusual sources
Creating charts for export

WORKING WITH QUERY









Connecting with external data
Creating a query
Tables and fields
Criteria and limitations
Sorting results
Save query for re‐use
Exporting / importing and polishing results
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WORKING WITH ACCESS









A new database
Choose data to import
Exporting the data, or any access table
How to run queries to produce audit reports
Produce the report
Calculated fields and testing
Using expression builder

WORKING WITH WORD













Setting up options – once and for all
Adding special symbols
Styles
Take control of pasting
Alter formatting quickly
Indexing – references – citations
Foot notes and end notes
White space and paragraphs
Tables
Images and picture positioning
Use the clipboard and the spike
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PowerPoint for Meetings and Reports – Tips and Tricks for
Auditors – 1 day
Some audit teams produce audit reports only in PowerPoint. Other audit teams only turn to PowerPoint
when they want to relay something of significant importance at a meeting. This intensive course, hands-on,
designed by auditors for auditors, shows the tips and tricks you need to know to speed up and improve the
communication power of your PowerPoint presentations, and will be particularly relevant to the reporting
phase of a review.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to all.

What will you learn?
After completion, you will be able to:






Design PowerPoint presentations that communicate, are aesthetically pleasing and convey
professionalism;
Organise your slides to convey maximum information;
Build your own rapid themes to help automate the slide building process; and
Use features to enhance your audit reporting.

The course is accompanied by a manual that contains full course text and a CD/DVD of practice data. Each
delegate must bring a laptop with them to the training event and this must contain a copy of MSOFFICE
PowerPoint 2007 or later. Delegates are also advised to bring a mouse with them to the course as certain
features of PowerPoint work more effectively with a mouse.

Course programme
WORKING WITH POWERPOINT















Why use PowerPoint for an Audit Report?
Using colour, text and thematic schemes that semi-automate slide production
Creating an aesthetically pleasing composition – to convey professionalism
Emphasising a key issue – the judicious use of clipart and images
Controlling data displayed – using optional slide pathways to deal with different audience
reactions
Hiding slides – data for your eyes only
Revealing data through mouse-over and action buttons – controlling disclosure
Bringing in comparator data – importing tables and data from other sources
Where silence is not enough – moving images or sound
Interacting with your slides – creating a natural direction for your presentation
The use of ancillary materials to support your presentation – hand-outs and slide notes
Being careful with meta-data – what you don’t want published
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Auditing Projects, Project Management and Project Risk – 2
days
This mature and highly regarded course provides a thought-provoking introduction to the subject of projects
and project risk using as a backdrop a complex case study constructed from real-world projects.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to all.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:







Review the roles and services that support Programmes and Projects;
Evaluate the interplay between risk, cost and time in projects;
Understand the world of project decision making;
Plan for project and programme audits using realistic engagement strategies; and
Execute project audits at the beginning, middle and end stages of projects and programmes.

The course is accompanied by an extensive indexed manual that contains full course text, examples and a
customisable project risk check list.

Course programme
TERMINOLOGY






Plans, activities, phases and milestones
Key players and roles
Project management methods waterfall – traditional – formal - AGILE
Project diversity – different project types

MANAGING SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS AND PROGRAMMES





How projects and programmes put organisations at risk
The auditor’s involvement in projects – a practical working framework
Factoring in the project team approach – formal or agile?

FIRST STEPS





How projects are initiated
How to assess initial project risk
Factoring in complexity

PLANNING






Good and bad business cases: the tangible and intangible; costs and benefits
Project plans: the good and the bad
Key performance targets, critical success factors and indicators
Auditing project plans

TEAMS, METRICS AND MONEY





People and risk factors associated with pace and stress
Communication and quality issues
Auditing project teams - AGILE

HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES





Controlling additional costs and time penalties
Plan reassessment
Auditing mid-stage projects
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DOCUMENTATION, CHANGE AND QUALITY





Change management
Quality management
Auditing late-stage projects

TESTING, ACCEPTANCE AND ROLLOUT





Late project corrections
Testing and acceptance
Rollout

BENEFITS AND OUTCOMES







Checking on benefits and outcomes
Deciding on project contributions
Measuring success and failure
Post project reviews and lessons extraction
Post implementation audits

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
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Auditing Environmental and Sustainability Policies – 1 day
Organisations have made many promises to their customers and stakeholders concerning environmental and
sustainability matters, but what are they actually delivering? Increasingly, organisations are turning to their
audit teams and asking: 'How are we doing'. This short intensive course introduces you to the world of
environmental and sustainability auditing.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to all.

What will you learn?
After completion, you will be able to:


Know the demands on organisations in respect of the environment and sustainability;




Understand ISO 14000 – the standard for Environmental Management; and
Plan and execute an environmental or sustainability audit.

The course is accompanied by a manual that contains course notes, examples and a work programme.

Course programme
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SUSTAINABILITY AUDITING – A BACKDROP






IPCC, Government and International Agreements
Scope 1, Scope 2 and Scope 3 emissions
Difference between CO2 and CO2e
Agreed and regulatory targets this year and beyond

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITING – KEY GOALS SET BY ORGANISATIONS













An environmental model – key areas of concern
ISO 14000 – the standard for environmental management
The environment – key areas of concern - setting goals
Emissions relative to revenue
Increase energy efficiency
Energy requirement from owned renewables
Increase fleet fuel efficiency
Reduce CO2 emission from business travel
Achieve zero waste to landfill
Possible initiatives
EMAS and other initiatives

AUDITING THE ENVIRONMENT AND AUDITING SUSTAINABILITY










Environmental Policies and Environmental Management Systems
Operational conditions and considerations
Legal, regulatory, compliance and best practice elements
Objectives and targets for the environment
Roles, responsibilities, authorities and training
Communications structures
Core operational procedures
Internal reviews

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
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Auditing Contracts and Outsourcing – 2 days
Many organisations are reliant on the delivery of non-core services through outsourcing initiatives. However,
the negotiation of an outsourcing contract can prove fraught, and the value of outsourced facilities
debateable.

Who is this course for?
This course is designed for all reviewers, particularly internal auditors, who need to review outsourcing
agreements and contracts.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:





Appreciate how creating the right contract avoids many of the pitfalls associated with
contracting;
Demonstrate an understanding of the issues related, in particular, to outsourced contracts;
Evaluate and audit a contract agreement for outsourced services.

This course is accompanied by a manual that includes full briefing notes.

Course programme
CREATING THE RIGHT CONTRACT AND THE AUDIT OF CONTRACTS GENERALLY















Reviewing a contract
Due diligence
Term, duration and penalties for early termination
Invalidity of terms and conditions
Survivorship – matters that continue after the contract terminates
Assets
Main contractors and sub-contractors
Warranties and performance bonds
Fees and costs, price limitations, ceilings and movements
Invoicing and payment, overpayments, underpayments
Contractor payments and performance
Cost control
Change management.

Please note that
there are many
variations of this
course involving
blends of elements
related to
contracting,
procurement,
outsourcing and
fraud depending
on organisational
preferences.

AUDITING OUTSOURCING CONTRACTS ABOUT TO BE LET









the outsourcing procurement life cycle
the additional issues to be included in an outsourcing contract
Are staff competencies established?
Is the framework for relationship management in place?
Is the business case transparent?
Are performance indicators sufficient, reasonable and consistent?
Are risk registers aligned and complete?

AUDITING MID-MATURITY OUTSOURCING CONTRACTS







Is relationship management working?
Is the right business outcome being delivered?
Are service credit, remedies, penalties and other incentive driving options working?
Does the contract measure up to expectations?
Can more be obtained from the contract?

© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.
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AUDITING END-OF-LIFE OUTSOURCING CONTRACTS






Was the business case delivered?
Was the contract good value-for-money?
What was learnt from the contract?
Should the contract be extended, in-sourced or re-tendered?

AUDITING PROCUREMENT PROCESSES – THE APPROACH







Management and the procurement process
Controls over procurement
Tendering processes
On-going due diligence
Evaluation of value delivered.

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
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Training for Auditors Involved with IT
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Keeping up with Technology – Better Governance and
Control – 1 day
High-profile technology issues always seem to be in the news. This course will help you understand
cybercrime, IT governance and the architecture behind IT controls so that you can better review the
technology practices in your organisation.

Who should attend?
Internal auditors who don’t have specialist IT auditing skills.

What will I learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:






Review the principles and practices of IT governance within your own organisation;
Check whether your organisation is working within best practice IT frameworks or with key
IT related standards;
Understand how IT controls can be designed to be fit-for-purpose; and
Help the organisation to better appreciate and defend itself against cyber-threats.

The course is accompanied by a manual that contains full course text and useful guidance.

Course programme
DRIVEN BY STANDARDS AND BEST PRACTICE










Commonly accepted practices COBIT, NIST, SANS and others
Standards: governance and management – roles, strategy, acquisition, performance,
compliance and the human element
Standards: operations – service levels, capacity, performance and continuity, help desk,
configuration management and release practices
Standards: security – ISO risk based approaches to security
Adopted practice: monetary payments and personal data
Best practice: patching and vulnerability, configuration and change management
Best practice: testing and movement of new systems into operation
Best practice: migrating legacy data

DEVELOPMENT OF IT CONTROLS – A BETTER RISK DRIVEN APPROACH






Performing a threat and risk analysis
Constraining application users
Developing oversight and management control structures
Removing the human element related to error

CYBERCRIME, HACKS, ATTACKS, VULNERABILITY AND COMPLIANCE







Where do the attacks and hacks come from?
Who is being targeted?
What type of attacks are taking place?
Won't our security software solve the problem?
What additional defences do we need – what do I need to know when I’m not a technical
specialist?

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
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Auditing Applications under Development – 1 day
Modern audit teams agree on the need to review applications whilst they are still under development. This
course provides insight and enough key skills knowledge to enable a non-technical auditor to deal with most
application-under-development reviews.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to anyone and is particularly targeted at the non-IT general auditor.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:








Explain how risk arises in the provision of applications to meet organisational objectives
Understand the types of risk that arise from high, intermediate and low level process flows
Define and audit the roles of end-users in respect of applications
Understand a typical software development life cycle
Audit, throughout the software development life cycle, applications under development
Review the control effectiveness of completed applications

This course is accompanied by a manual that includes briefing notes, explanations, illustrations and a work
programme for reviewing applications.

Course programme
INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND APPLICATION INTERFACES





Hardware and Software
Introducing the infrastructure
Best practice delivery and support functions

APPLICATION RISK IN AN ENTERPRISE SETTING




Business objectives linking to application requirements
Applications meeting strategic, operational, reporting, legal and regulatory requirements

COMMON RISKS AND CONTROLS ASSOCIATED WITH APPLICATIONS







High level data flow risks
Intermediate level data flow risks
Low level data flow risks
The audit review
Application Key Controls Checklist

END USERS





Roles & responsibilities
The systems development life cycle
Development strategy (build / buy)

INITIATION





Users and user requirements specifications (URS)
Feasibility and analysis
Impact on other systems and interfaces
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DESIGN





Detailed user requirements specification (detailed URS)
Analysis and Design
Control framework – linkage to enterprise risk

DEVELOPMENT





Tools and methodologies
Change control
Security of development environment







Test plans
Testing functionality – acceptance testing
Control testing
Test strategies
Security of test environment and data

TESTING

IMPLEMENTATION AND POST IMPLEMENTATION








User training
Operational documentation
Data conversion and absorption of legacy data
Implementation strategies – parallel running / cut over
Backup and maintenance procedures

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
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IT Auditing – basecamp – risk based IT Auditing – 3 days
If you haven’t conducted an IT audit before, or you’ve only been involved in a couple of IT audits, then this
course is the ideal starting point. It aligns to the latest standards and best practice approaches and is
updated each year to keep pace with emerging technology. The course will enable you to confidently
perform a review of the impact of technology on your organisation.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to all.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:











Understand relevant best practices;
Identify laws, risks and controls that impact an organisation’s information processing;
Perform reviews of live application systems;
Perform reviews of systems under development;
Review information security policies;
Review physical security;
Review logical security;
Review contingency and continuity plans; and
Perform elementary network reviews.

The course is accompanied by an extensive indexed manual that contains full course text, examples and
practical work.

Course programme
FIRST BEGINNINGS







Introduction to IT auditing - backdrop
The computer auditor and risk based auditing how they fit together
The classic (high level) IT risks
Low level risks connecting to high level risks
Creating an audit plan for IT

WORKING TO COMMON BEST PRACTICES AND WITHIN THE LAW











Governance: ISO/IEC 38500:2008, what should be reviewed?
COBIT (4.1 / 5.0)
ITIL v2 / ITIL v3 and ISO/IEC 20000, what should be reviewed?
ISO/IEC 27001 - The Plan-Do-Check-Act Model and ISO/IEC 27002 - The Key Controls
finances - PCI standard, what should be reviewed?
Data Protection Act 1998 and the 2017 changes, what should be reviewed?
Copyright and Patents Act 1988 and implications for software
Freedom of Information Act 2000 impact on public bodies
Regulations of Investigatory Powers Act 2000, what should be reviewed?

AUDITING LIVE SYSTEMS – USING A RISK BASED APPROACH






Applications and the distribution of controls
IT directive, preventative, detective and corrective controls
User constraint and oversight controls
Information security and acceptable use policies
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AUDITING NEW SYSTEMS AND CHANGE





Software development life cycles, what should be reviewed?
Prototyping - rapid application development – agile development methods
Change control, patching and change management, what should be reviewed?

AUDITING KEY BUILDING BLOCKS OF IT CONTROL












Physical and environmental security, what should be reviewed?
Logical access control - registration, identification, authentication, authorisation and
logging, what should be reviewed?
The user community – finding them, extracting them
Passwords and biometrics, what should be reviewed?
Systems administration, granting permissions, rights and privileges
Common handling procedures related to logical access – discussion and demonstration
Event logging – journals – trails - reporting on user activity, what should be reviewed?
Contingency and disaster avoidance including ISO 27031, what should be reviewed?
Support options to supplement organisational capacity
Insurance and maintaining the plan

SIMPLE NETWORKING TERMINOLOGY AND CONCEPTS







Network terminology – short and long haul
Switches, routers and firewalls to control access, what should be reviewed?
Encryption - protecting data flowing across a network
VPNS
Simple approaches to auditing networks, what should be reviewed?

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
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IT Auditing – next steps – 2 days
IT knowledge is complex, expires quickly, and developing expertise in IT audit, beyond basics, is challenging.
This course is designed to lift your understanding of IT audit to the next level. Most importantly, it will focus
on what is ‘doable’ by auditor beginning to specialise in the field of IT Audit.

Who is this course for?
Internal auditors that have attended the ‘Information systems auditing – basecamp’ course or those who
possess equivalent knowledge.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:






Understand the value of hardening operating systems and operating environments and be
able to review configuration, vulnerability, patch and fix regimes;
Deploy analytical software products, tools and techniques to locate system weaknesses or
evaluate security;
Analyse and evaluate critical control processes within systems; and
Analyse and evaluate key control architectures for data, in and between networks and for
database systems.

The course is accompanied by an extensive indexed manual that contains full course text, examples and
practical work.

Course programme
THE BEDROCK - OPERATING SYSTEMS AND OPERATING ENVIRONMENTS – PREVENTING PROBLEMS BEFORE THEY BEGIN









Hardening of key software, what should be reviewed?
Configuring applications/services, what should be reviewed?
Configuring server side applets/scripts, what should be reviewed?
Configuring the user community, what should be reviewed?
Vulnerability, patching and fixing systems, what should be reviewed?
Penetration testing, what should be reviewed?
Possible internal audit led penetration tests.

TOOLS AND STRATEGIES FOR AUDITORS – LET SOFTWARE DO THE WORK








Validation of security in systems, ways to go about it
Verification of software version and builds, how to go about it
Inventory, software base and licensing, how to go about it
Is your organisation configuring best practice security? How would you know?
Locating weaknesses in applications – tools and technique, ways to go about it
Automated exploit testing – tools and technique, how to go about it

NETWORKS, DATA CONTROL AND DATABASE TECHNOLOGIES – AUDITING KEY CONTROL STRUCTURES












The big three – confidentiality, integrity and accountability
Identifying data domains – domain based planning, what should be reviewed?
Deliver assurance between domains, what should be reviewed?
Identifying and defining data assets and ownership, what should be reviewed?
Reviewing the inter-domain interfaces for hazards and risks
Determine inter-domain data asset protection requirements – define protection attributes
Defining advanced control architectures using formal methods
Encryption what type of encryption?
Roles and role based access control, what should be reviewed?
Tokenisation, what should be reviewed?
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Biometrics – the state of the art
How databases function with respect to data
Data instances, data dictionaries and thesaurus, data ACLS, what should be reviewed?
ERPS on top of databases, what should be reviewed?
What can be audited within database systems and ERPS

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
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Introduction to Information Systems Auditing – 4 days
This intensive, involving and attention-grabbing course developed over 25 years by auditors provides the
perfect starting point for someone new to Information Systems Auditing. This course aligns to the latest
standards and best practice approaches and is updated each year.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to all, but an understanding of ordinary audit terminology and of a standard risk based
auditing process is assumed. This course may also be useful as reinforcement knowledge for those taking the
CIIA IT Auditing Certificate or CISA exams.

What will you learn?
After completion, of you will be able to:










Understand relevant best practices;
Identify laws, risks and controls that impact an organisation’s information processing;
Perform reviews of live application systems;
Perform reviews of systems under development;
Review information security policies and physical security within the organisation;
Review contingency and business resumption plans;
Review logical security; and
Perform elementary network reviews.

The course is accompanied by a manual that contains full course text, practical and detailed work
programmes to use on return to work.

Course programme
WORKING TO BEST PRACTICES













Background to IT / ICT auditing
IT auditing and audit roles
Governance: ISO/IEC 38500:2008 – a standard
COBIT – a framework
Computer Misuse Act
Data Protection Act
Copyright and Patents Act
Freedom of Information Act
Regulations of Investigatory Powers Act
Electronic Communications Act 2000
Other relevant legislation

RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH SYSTEMS









Generic IT risks – confidentiality, availability, integrity and accountability
Specific IT risks – those associated with particular applications or services
Auditing existing systems – risk based approach
Applications and key controls
Infrastructure and key controls
Integration of Application and Infrastructure controls
New controls made available through technology including biometrics

© 2017 MindGrove Ltd.
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AUDITING NEW SYSTEMS AND DEVELOPMENTS







Software and hardware procurement on a significant scale
Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC)
Prototyping
Rapid application development – RAD
Change control

AUDITING THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF IT CONTROL





Best practices and standards for service delivery
ITIL v2 – ITIL v3 – ISO/IEC 20000
ISO/IEC 27001 – ISO/IEC 27002

INFORMATION SECURITY AND ACCEPTABLE USE POLICIES





Top management commitment
Creating a security policy
Maintaining a security policy

PHYSICAL SECURITY





Physical security reviews the key issues
Locational matters
Environmental matters

LOGICAL SECURITY









Logical access control – concepts
Registration – Identification – Authentication – Authorisation
Logging
Passwords – the downside
Permissions and permission granting
Event logging – journals – trails
Access reviews – how to perform them

Please note that
there are many
variations of this
course depending
on organisational
preferences.

CONTINGENCY AND DISASTER AVOIDANCE






Determining the range of services you need and their priority
Third party options
Insurance
Maintaining the plan

NETWORKS









Network terminology – short and long haul
Network diagrams – contextual, logical, physical
LAN – Local Area Networks
WANs – Wide Area Networks
Key network risks
Network management
Monitoring and control – the auditor’s perspective

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
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Auditing Networked Systems – 2 days
Networks are often regarded as a subject for specialised IT Auditors only but, as delegates on this course will
soon discover, intelligent approaches can be used to evaluate many network related challenges.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to anyone. This course may also be useful as reinforcement knowledge for those taking
the CIIA IT Auditing Certificate or CISA exams.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:






Demonstrate an understanding of the component parts of network based systems;
Describe risks and controls associated with common networking strategies;
Audit data flowing over networks and evaluate the risks to do with networking; and
Understand better how to deal with emerging network technologies.

The course is accompanied by a manual that contains full course text, examples and practical advice.

Course Programme
NETWORK TERMINOLOGY AND HARDWARE









Load balancing devices – issues and risks
Web servers with caching – issues and risks
Routing – issues and risks
Network Admission Control
Firewalls and Firewall – issues and risks
Unwired networks – issues and risks
Auditing infrastructures – a data path approach

NETWORK ISSUES AND AUDITING










Simple security reviews using test tools
Checking your website – simple vulnerability mapping
Understanding infrastructure maps, diagrams and models
Mapping risks by examining interactions between devices
One way data flow – issues and risks
Two way data flow – issues and risks
Three way data flow – issues and risks
Auditing networks services using a risk based approach

NETWORK CONTROL










Authentication strategies for screening parties – unilateral and bilateral approaches
Cookie strategies
Safe delivery and control of sensitive or private data
Data loss prevention software and Integrity preservation controls
Public Key Cryptography and Digital certificates
SSL to protect bilateral remote exchange
Auditing network controls – a mapped approach
SANS top twenty controls

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
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Advanced Information Systems Auditing – 3 days
This intellectually challenging and intensive course leads you to an in-depth understanding of how
technology should be hardened and audited and how data can be realistically protected in working
environments.

Who is this course for?
This course is suited for those with six months or more experience in information technology auditing or as
reinforcement knowledge for those taking the CIIA IT Auditing Certificate, CISA, or CISSP exams.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:






Understand the need for hardening systems and be able to evaluate vulnerability and fix
regimes;
Deploy analytical software products and techniques to locate or evaluate system
weaknesses; Analyse and evaluate critical preventative and directive control processes
within systems; and
Analyse and evaluate control trails and event logs.

The course is accompanied by a manual that contains full course text, examples and practical advice.

Course programme
CAN SYSTEMS BE SECURE?






Bell – LaPadula (BLP)
Formal mandated security in systems
Can systems ever be secure?
Could you guarantee your system was secure?

HARDENING SYSTEMS – PREVENTATIVE AND DETECTIVE MEASURES









Choosing the right operating system
Hardening of key software – the process
Resilience in hardware – the process
Configuring applications/services – the process
Configuring server side applets/scripts – the process
Configuring the user community – the process
Patching and fixing systems as part of IT Support

TOOLS AND STRATEGIES FOR AUDITORS









Validation of security in systems – the process
Verification of build – the process
Inventory, software base and licensing – the process
Is your organisation configuring best practice security?
Locating weaknesses in Applications – tools and technique
Automated exploit testing – tools and technique
Penetration testing and penetration testing contracts

DATA CONTROL – PREVENTATIVE AND DIRECTIVE PROCESSES






The big three – confidentiality, integrity and availability and their close friend accountability
Identifying data domains – domain based planning
Deliver assurance between domains – the approach
Identifying and defining data assets and ownership
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Reviewing the inter-domain interfaces for hazards and risks
Determine inter-domain data asset protection requirements – define protection attributes



Documentation and documentation of control architecture

SYSTEMS OBJECTS AND THEIR INTERACTION












Security reference monitor – the moderator between objects
ITSEC Policy
Registration – the process
Identification – the process
Authentication – the process
Authorisation – the process
Logging – the process
Permissions and least rights rules
Impersonation
Role Based Access Control

DATA CONTROL – DETECTIVE PROCESSES






Event auditing configuration
Effective capture of trails
Viewing and retention of logs
Filtering the wheat from the chaff – what to do with logs

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
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Probing System Security – 2 days
IT Auditors would prefer to be able to probe systems to get direct answers to questions concerning security
vulnerabilities. Yet few IT Auditors are aware of the extent of low cost reliable software available to assist
this process. This course provides a stimulating introduction to the probing of security relevant data and
focuses on ethical non-invasive methods.

Who is this course for?
IT auditors with six months or more of audit experience will probably find this course the most beneficial
whilst staff with only an elementary knowledge of IT Auditing are likely to find it too challenging.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:










Search knowledge bases for security vulnerabilities
Describe the importance of planning patching and fixing regimes
Deploy tools to probe operating system security
Deploy tools and strategies to investigate user accounts, user permissions and user security
Appreciate how to analyse operating system and other logs
Appreciate and investigate data and database security
Deploy tools and strategies to investigate networks and network hosts
Build a personal toolbox of useful security utilities

This course is accompanied by a manual that includes full briefing notes and a CD/ DVD of software to use
during and after the course.

Course programme
SYSTEM SECURITY AT LARGE








Sources of knowledge of system vulnerability
Searching the knowledge bases
Patching and fixing systems – commercial perspective
Patch tracking and identification
Patching and fixing systems – issues
Hardening of key software

OPERATING SYSTEM SECURITY







Inventory scanners
Authentication scanners
Vulnerability scanners – UNIX and Windows
Free tools to help these jobs

USER SECURITY












The visible and invisible user accounts: locating and extracting them
Atypical accounts
The user environment – resource access permissions
Logs of user activity
Logs – checking they are adequately configured
Logs – checking they represent an unbroken record
Logs – checking that they are anti-tamper
Logs – extracting data about jobs, people, events, administration
Filtering the wheat from the chaff
Important Event Types
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NETWORKS AND NETWORKED HOSTS















Discovery scans – mapping the network
Deploying scanning tools – wired network
Deploying scanning tools – wireless network
Routers – basic and extended router operations
Routers – checking for router vulnerbilities
Routers – checking the rules
Firewalls – basic and extended firewall operations
Firewalls – checking the rules
Interpreting firewall data (logs)
False positives
IP addresses – construction and use
Tracing ownership of IP addresses
Free tools to help these jobs

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
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Testing the Security of Web Applications – 2 days
All organisations, except the smallest, have a web site presence; most organisations have web applications.
But these beneficial channels of activity often prove to be an organisation’s “Achilles Heel”. The problem
stems from the client-server paradigm and the difficulty of controlling a remote user.
This course provides a stimulating “hands-on1” introduction to the “ethical” security testing of web based
applications.

Who is this course for?
IT auditors with six months or more of audit experience will probably find this course the most beneficial
whilst staff with only an elementary knowledge of IT Auditing are likely to find it too challenging.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:







Describe the types of attack that are possible on web based client-server systems
Know how to fingerprint and cross check a website for vulnerabilities
Deploy simple strategies for determining common web vulnerabilities
Explore client and server side vulnerabilities by deploying a wide range of ethical hacking
and exploratory scenarios
Display a practical approach to the cost-effective construction of anti-hacking controls

This course will be accompanied by a training manual containing briefing materials, examples and practical
advice.

Course programme
INTRODUCTION TO WEB BASED APPLICATION SECURITY





The world wide web and client – servers
Attacks on client and server vulnerabilities
Attack by a man in the middle

BACKGROUND ESSENTIALS





The http protocol – enough to get you started
HTML – enough to get you started
Servers and extensions, cookies and scripts – enough to get you started

PRACTICAL 1 – FIRST BEGINNINGS




Probing your website – revealing the underpinning software and services – fingerprinting
the server
Cross-checking your website – vulnerability mapping of deployed products

PRACTICAL 2 – GETTING TO KNOW YOUR WEBSITE





Capturing your website – downloading the code, following the links, mapping the site
Brainstorming the code – sieving for trouble
Guessing the obvious – directory guessing and roving, prompting errors and error feedback

1

This course can be run using a demonstration workstation to illustrate techniques, run from passive captured sequences, or
for small groups can be run as an interactive hands-on course.
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PRACTICAL 3 – TARGETTING THE CLIENT







Overcoming restrictions
By-passing validation
Setting up a man-in-the-middle proxy
Attacking parameters and scripts
Revealing and targeting hidden fields

PRACTICAL 4 – CHANGING DATA





Overflow and null string attacks – the obvious weak spots
Data exchanged between users – cross site scripting
Database attacks – SQL injection

PRACTICAL 5 – TARGETTING THE SERVER




More complex SQL strategies
Denial of service attacks

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER





Reporting back on findings
Ensuring that problems are rectified
Keeping your knowledge up to date

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
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Uncovering the truth – an insight into IT Forensics – 1 day
We are detached from the data that is recorded in our systems and, for the most part, this is beneficial
allowing us to concentrate on operation and process. However, when we need to probe more deeply,
because we suspect abuse, error or fraud, we don’t know where to begin.
This course provides a simple and stimulating introduction to the search and retrieval of data from systems
using low or zero cost software tools.

Who is this course for?
This course is open to anyone. However, those responsible for investigating civil or breach of conduct
matters will find this course of greatest practical benefit. The course uses a mixture of briefings and
displayed software activities. No in-depth IT knowledge is required.

What will you learn?
After completion, of this course, you will be able to:






Assemble a toolkit of valuable search and retrieve utilities at low or zero cost;
Understand and explore possibilities of recovering lost, damaged or corrupted files, images,
passwords and other important data using specialist software or third party experts in the
conduct of an audit; and
Discriminate between reliable and unreliable information

This course will be accompanied by a training manual containing briefing materials, examples and practical
advice. Additionally a CD of software for personal use will accompany this event.

Course programme
THE FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES














Searching computer systems and files – caveats
Examination of cache files and system information: Browser Histories, Cookie libraries,
Licences, Auto-start programs, Installed programs, Services
File attributes – low level viewing of files as hex and as text, why look at hex?
Search hex – search text
Locating text hidden in files – complex searches
Comparing files and text
Hashes and elimination and identification of files using hashing
Disk and file cloning – exact copies
Recovering deleted files
Recovering passwords and identities
Searching for images
Fuzzy Time, records authenticity, Log Tampering, Corruption and Data Loss

Presented by
This course has been designed by the audit team of Mindgrove Ltd. The event run in-house for you will be
presented by one of Mindgrove’s audit and risk specialists.
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Past clients
ABB
ABN AMRO
AEROFLEX
AQA
ASTRAZENECA
AVIVA
BAHRAIN TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY (BATELCO)
BANK OF CYPRUS
BANK OF KUWAIT & THE MIDDLE EAST
BBC
BENTLEY JENNISON
BNFL
BRITISH AIRWAYS
BRITISH MUSEUM
BRITISH WATERWAYS
BUTTERFIELD BANK BERMUDA
CABLE & WIRELESS
CAPITA BUSINESS SERVICES
CAREERS DEVELOPMENT GROUP
CEL HONG KONG
CHARITIES INTERNAL AUDIT NETWORK
CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF INTERNAL AUDITORS
CHESHIRE BUILDING SOCIETY
CIMA
CIPFA
COMMERCIAL INTERNATIONAL BANK (EGYPT)
COOPERATIVE GROUP
COUNCIL OF HIGHER EDUCATION INTERNAL AUDITORS
DELOITTE
DEUTSCHE BANK
EAST LONDON BUS GROUP
EDF ENERGY
EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK
GENZYME
GRANT THORNTON
HOGG ROBINSON
HOUSING ASSOCIATION IA FORUM
HSBC
HUTCHISON WHAMPOA
ICAEW
IIR HOLDINGS
ISACA
KASPERSKY LAB UK
LEAD INTERNATIONAL
LLOYDS TSB
MBNA
MITSUBISHI TRUST & BANKING CORPORATION
NATIONAL GRID
NFU MUTUAL
NORWICH & PETERBOROUGH BUILDING SOCIETY
NOVAE GROUP PLC
NSPCC
OPEN UNIVERSITY
ORANGE LTD
OSCE
PALL EUROPE
PROGRESS HOUSING
RABOBANK
REED ELSEVIER
RMC GROUP
ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND
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ROYAL LONDON GROUP
SKIPTON BUILDING SOCIETY
SKY
SONY ERICSSON
THE ORGANISATION FOR SECURITY AND CO-OPERATION IN
EUROPE (OSCE)
WATERFORD WEDGWOOD
WELSH WATER
W H IRELAND STOCKBROKERS
YORKSHIRE BUILDING SOCIETY
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT:
CARE QUALITY COMMISSION
CROWN ESTATE
DEPT FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
DEPARTMENT FOR TRADE AND INDUSTRY
DEPARTMENT FOR TRANSPORT
DEPARTMENT FOR WORK AND PENSIONS
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION NORTHERN IRELAND
DVLA
ENGLISH PARTNERSHIPS
EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE
GCHQ
HIGHWAYS AGENCY
NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE
NATIONAL ROADS AUTHORITY – IRELAND
RURAL PAYMENTS AGENCY
THE INFORMATION COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
THE INSOLVENCY SERVICE
TREASURY & RESOURCES DEPARTMENT, JERSEY
LOCAL GOVERNMENT:
BASILDON DISTRICT COUNCIL
BLACKPOOL COUNCIL
BRISTOL CITY COUNCIL
CHICHESTER DISTRICT COUNCIL
CITY OF WAKEFIELD MBC
CONGLETON BOROUGH COUNCIL
CRAWLEY BOROUGH COUNCIL
CUMBRIA COUNTY COUNCIL
DENBIGHSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
DERBYSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
DONCASTER MBC
DUDLEY MBC
HEREFORDSHIRE COUNCIL
HERTFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
HORSHAM DISTRICT COUNCIL
INVERCLYDE COUNCIL
LANCASHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
LINCOLNSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
NEWPORT CITY COUNCIL
NOTTINGHAM CITY COUNCIL
SOUTHAMPTON CITY COUNCIL
SOUTHEND BOROUGH COUNCIL
SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL
TEIGNBRIDGE DISTRICT COUNCIL
TELFORD AND WREKIN COUNCIL
WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
WARWICKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
WOLVERHAMPTON CITY COUNCIL
WREXHAM COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCIL
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